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Overview of the situation


Tough Decisions





Traditionally
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Rely heavily on traffic volumes alone – “congestion based analysis”
Some projects advanced for “ad hoc” reasons

No Single List




All desirable system expansion projects cannot be designed or
constructed
Well over 200 locations across the Province that require resources to
be applied either now or in the future

Multiple expansion lists – “apples to oranges”

Similar situation in many business areas

Expansion Project Timeline – New Hwy
Expansion prioritization framework
Detailed
Design

Long Term
Planning

Preliminary
Design & EA

• Conduct Transportation System
and Network Analysis
• Identify and assess existing
deficiencies (network, traffic
capacity, safety, infrastructure
condition), analyse trends and
future travel demands
• Study options, develop conceptual
alternatives
• Consult with stakeholders
• Conduct route location study
• Designate new highway route

# Years:

• Develop feasible
options / alignments
• Base Technically
Preferred Alternative
on engineering, costs,
property impacts, and
stakeholder input,
including Public
Information Centres
• Conduct
Environmental Study /
Assessment and
submit to MOE for
approval

10-20

11-23+

• Field survey, highway
design
• Soils investigations,
pavement design
• Drainage design
• Bridge, retaining wall
design
• Electrical design
• Roadside safety devices
• Traffic signing
• Landscaping design
• Develop environmental
mitigation strategies
• Prepare Contract
Documents

Construction
• Relocate Utilities
• Prepare Contract
• Advertise Tender
• Award Contract
• Contractor start-up
• Construction
underway

Property
Acquisition
• Identify property
requirements
• Negotiate with owners
• Expropriate (if
necessary)
• Ontario Municipal
Board
• Conduct Hearing of
Necessity (if
requested)

12-25+

13-27+

Key Objectives
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Develop a universally acceptable and transparent set
of evaluation criteria to support the development of a
prioritized list of projects



Create a dependable prioritized expansion list of needs
that can be communicated to government and
stakeholders



Provide the ability to focus MTO resources on priorities
in different divisions consistently

Study Set-up
•

In May 2010, the Provincial Highways Management Team (PHMT)
introduced seven Strategic Directions for the Division, including
•
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“A provincial expansion prioritization plan developed in
collaboration with Policy & Planning Division.”

•

Continue to develop the philosophy, criteria and mechanics of the new
prioritization process

•

Gather the base data and test the process

•

Prioritize all proposed expansion needs across the Province using the
new process

•

Create final report and project listings

The Main Workshop



Internal Resources Only
 PHM – Engineering, Program Planning and Investment Strategies Branch
 P&P – Transportation Planning Branch, Systems Analysis & Forecasting Office, Strategic Policy &
Economics Office and the Transit Office
 MNDMF – Strategic Development Branch
 MOI - Infrastructure Policy and Investments Branch
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3-day initial workshop for FPS
Sub-committees struck for development of key
indicators post-workshop
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Please note…
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Four 1-day follow-up workshop sessions



Pilot phase Fall 2011

Overview of Prioritization Tool


12 key indicators were selected for testing in the pilot
phase.



Most, if not all of the key indicators chosen are
basically new to our Expansion prioritization processes
and will require a learning curve.
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Process will prioritize existing facilities, extensions and green field projects with “Sustainability” in mind
being the environment, the community and the economy.
Process will allow both PHM and P&P to not only communicate our relative priorities, but as an
organization to be a resource in making informed decisions regarding carrying out route planning, EA
work and delivery of contracts for construction.

Adjustments were made after the pilot prior to full
implementation.

Divisional inter-relationships
Steering Committee
PHM co-lead – ISB

P&P co-lead – TPB

Regional Program
Planning Offices

Transportation Planning
Branch

Head, Program Planning

# 6 Regional Planning
& Design Offices
Project Manager

# 9 & 10

Systems Analysis &
Forecasting Office

#7
Regional & HO
Traffic Offices
Manager, Traffic Office

Strategic Policy &
Economics Office

#5
Head Office
Traffic

Transit Office

Sept. 2011

Last Slide


The value methodology used in this context not
only helped develop the prioritization method,
but also aided in achieving buy-in for the new
method
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PHMT has made it a priority through this initiative to be able to assess the relative priority
of all expansion needs across the Province to ensure that our internal and consultant
resources are applied at the right time.
P&P Division through the Transportation Planning Branch has committed to conduct area
planning studies across the Province on an ongoing and rolling basis. This requires an
assessment of resources as well.

